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1.

You must submit one hard copy and one electronic copy of each piece of
ASSESSED coursework.

2.

Make sure that you have written your candidate number, and the name of the
lecturer for the module, at the top of the first sheet of each copy of the work.

3.

Staple this cover sheet to the front of your hard copy. Please do not put the
work in any kind of folder or binder.

4.

Drop the work into the American Studies coursework box on the 15th floor of
the Attenborough Building.

Your name ..................................................................... Degree …………………………..
Year (1, 2, 3 or 4) ..........................................................................................................
Lecturer and module tutor (if different) ..............................................................………
Module number and title .......................................................................................…….
...................................................................................................................................….
Title of essay/paper .................................................................................................…..
...................................................................................................................................….
If an extension has been granted what is new submission date? …………………..
I have submitted an identical copy of this work on Blackboard.
Please tick box.

□

PLAGIARISM

Every piece of coursework should normally include a bibliography of the sources you
have used. Any quotations must be enclosed in quotation marks, with the source
indicated (preferably in a footnote). For further guidance see the American Studies
Handbook. Except for acknowledged quotations, work MUST be written in your own
words. The copying of passages from other people's work without acknowledgement,
even if slightly paraphrased by altering occasional words or phrases, constitutes
plagiarism and is absolutely forbidden: presenting other people's work as your own is
dishonest and WILL BE SEVERELY PENALISED. Likely penalties are detailed in the
American Studies Student Handbook. If you are at all uncertain as to what constitutes
plagiarism, you should seek advice from your tutor. Your work may be screened for
plagiarism by a computerised screening tool.
DECLARATION I confirm that this coursework is my own work, is not copied from any
other person's work (published or unpublished), and has not previously been
submitted for assessment.
Signed .........................................................................Date submitted ………………………

